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Good day, 

What's the process for engagement - by email - send on ideas for city development?

Would like to see the following.

1. Turn all major roads within the city into one way systems - think of inner orbital roads.

2. With the implementation of 1 above, leave cars with existing 1 land whilst bringing in
cycle and bus lanes to utilize the freed up pains.

3. With 2 & 3 in place traffic light systems would be more effective - leading to quicker
turn around times with less cross junctions.

4. Consider introducing wave breakers in salthill and docks area, could utilize the space for
dockage - extra berthing locations - thus generating revenue for the council.

5. Four foot wall along the prom as a sea defence, far side of wall concaved to divert small
waves back to the sea, point 4 above would break up the larger waves.

6. Resurface entire prom, one of the biggest draws to the city but yet it looks worse than a
third world footpath. Outdoor tiles such as Málaga. Patterns - walk way systems to
encourage distancing. This point would integrate with points 1 & 2 above.

7. Tuam road intersection to include fly overs and traffic lane merging.

8. Pump sand from 200meters off shore onto the beaches - thus raising sand areas for
proper beach fronts. Would help with flooding and work in tandem with point 4 above.

9. Commit to prom extension to silver strand. Taking in point 6 redesign.

10. Pedestrianise cross street lower up past and including lombard street. Also
pedestrianise Middle street and woodquay street. Also Dominic street + upper. Would pave
the way for out side eating and drinking, social distancing whilst giving business more
foothold - thus more commercial rates to council.

Regards
Conor
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